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Current status of indigenous biodiversity

These differing statistics reflect the distinctly different landscapes that different sectors occupy. 

Total native vegetation (forest, shrubland, grassland and wetland) 

Norton D., Pannell J. (2018) Desk-top assessment of native vegetation on New Zealand sheep and beef farms



Dominati, E.J., Mackay, A.D., Maseyk, F.J., Rendel, J.M. 2019. Farming in a changing environment: Increasing biodiversity on 
farm for the supply of multiple services. Science of the Total Environment. 662 703-713. 



Main focus – protecting waterways and water quality



Graphic production: Michelle Baker. Adapted from TRC support material

What additional benefits does planting bring?
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Maseyk F, Dominati E, Mackay A 2017. Change in ecosystem service provision within a lowland dairy landscape under different riparian margin scenarios. International Journal of Biodiversity 

Science, Ecosystem Services & Management.

Quantification of wider benefits 





How we connect ecosystem services to 
farm business and resource management?

Maseyk FJF, Mackay AD, Possingham HP, Dominati EJ, Buckley YM 2016 Managing natural capital stocks for the provision of ecosystem 
services Conservation Letters
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Challenges 

• Sourcing  data on the extent, condition and function of indigenous biodiversity at farm scale  

• Poorly defined set of  measures for  monitoring the  condition and function of indigenous ecosystems.

• Limited quantitative data on the provision of services from indigenous biodiversity and potential value to 
the farm business

• Understanding more about how services change as the ecosystem degrades or improves

• Understanding how service provision is changed if exotic species are providing the services rather than 
predominantly native 

• The interactions between adjoining exotic and indigenous ecosystems and how current practices impact 
on those interactions are poorly understood

• Limited recognition and use of traditional knowledge (i.e. Mātauranga Māori)

• Biodiversity strategies are of limited value in informing  farm scale decisions on biodiversity..


